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An Electronic Health Record (EHR) is an individual’s record of all health events that 

enables critical information to be documented and shared electronically amongst 

health care providers and patients. The introduction of an EHR, particularly a patient-

accessible EHR, can be expected to lead to an escalation of enquiries, complaints and 

ultimately, disputes. Prevailing opinion is that Online Dispute Resolution (ODR) 

systems can help with the mediation of certain types of disputes electronically, 

particularly systems deploy artificial intelligence (AI) that reduce the need for a human 

mediator. However, disputes regarding health tend to invoke emotional responses 

from patients that may conceivably impact ODR efficacy. This raises an interesting 

question on the influence of emotional intelligence (EI) in the process of mediation. 

Using a phenomenological research methodology simulating doctor–patient disputes 

mediated with an AI smart ODR system in place of a human mediator, we found an 

association between EI and the propensity for a participant to change their previously 

asserted claims. Participants with lower EI tend to prolong resolution compared to 

those with higher EI. Future research include trialling larger scale ODR systems for 

specific cohorts of patients in the area of health related dispute resolution are 

advanced.  
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1. Introduction 

An electronic health record (EHR) is a virtual record of every health related event such as a hospital 
admission, general practitioner visit or allergic episode experienced by an individual from in-utero to 
after-death (WHO, 2006). The EHR is intended to be a person’s life-long longitudinal medical record 
containing data from multiple episodes and providers, and extends beyond inpatient care to 
ambulatory care settings (Gesulgaa et al, 2017, Nguyen et al, 2014).  In the USA, the Health 
Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA) has given every patient the right to 
review their medical record and some 90% of US hospitals have now given their patients access to 
EHR (AHA, 2018).  In Europe, 65% of patients have access to EHRs in healthcare facilities, and 81% of 
patients have access to hospital EHR (Armstrong 2017).  

Personal EHRs facilitate benefits for patients and health professionals that include better health 
outcomes, patient empowerment, shorter consultations and cost savings (Tang at al, 2006, Urowitz 
et al 2012, Archer et al 2011). Woods (2015) asked patients directly to comment on the benefits 
patients perceived and the level of stress or harm felt after reading their records.  On the whole, 
patients felt more empowered about their medical condition following access to their records 
however, ten percent of patients felt aggrieved over language used by doctors to refer to patients 
and were concerned about omissions or inconsistencies between what was said in a consultation 
and what was written in the EHR. While a lack of communication or misunderstandings are a 
contributing factor to health care disputes (Amirthalingam 2017, Lee 2015, Bergman and Fiester 
2009, Abdelrahman and Abdelmageed 2017), disputes over the content of the EHR such as in the 
quality, accuracy, privacy and security of personal health information are expected to become more 
prevalent (Halamka et al, 2008, Katsh et al, 2011, Yau et al, 2011, Bellucci et al, 2012, Palabindala, et 
al, 2016). Mechanisms to resolve such differences will be necessary. In this context, our research 
study highlighting support for EHR disputes resolution could serve as one of the key mechanisms 
required in successful EHR adoption.  

In recent decades, many disputes that were traditionally resolved using litigation have resorted to 
Alternative Dispute Resolution approaches(ADR).  ADR processes including mediation, negotiation 
and arbitration have gained favour for their potential to avoid costly and time consuming legal 
battles. Mediation typically involves disputants meeting face to face with a mediator facilitating the 
dialogue toward a satisfactory resolution. That mediators possess high emotional intelligence is well 
documented (Kelly and Kaminskiene 2016, Duffy 2010, Oberda 2018).  

Online Dispute Resolution (ODR) are ADR processes that commonly utilise advances in information 
and communication technology (ICT) to reflect an online presence (Bellucci et al, 2012; Legg, 2016). 
ICT applied to ODR range from systems where the technologies are relatively passive such as email 
systems where participants dialogue is enacted through a mediator by email, to systems where 
artificially intelligent web agents provide stakeholders support drawn from sophisticated models of 
the dispute and/or reasoning, without involving a human mediator. The ReConsider ODR system 
(Muecke, 2011) used in this study embeds an AI model of patient-provider disputes to facilitate 
dispute resolution, without involving a human mediator. 
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ReConsider (Muecke, 2011) is a Smart ODR system that encourages disputants to reassess their 
positions by presenting issues and sub issues in a structured way until the parties reach agreement 
or the parties acknowledge they cannot agree. The software guides two parties to resolve their 
dispute asynchronously, and without the intervention of a human mediator. Instead, the 
computational model draws inferences using Bayesian inferencing described in subsequent sections, 
and guides the asynchronous dialogue. On commencement, the program asks disputants to choose a 
position from the most general set of positions. If disputants disagree on that position, then less 
general positions are presented and so on, until agreement is reached at a very fine-grained level, or 
no further levels exist in the computational model.  

In general, ODR promises improved access to justice and cost-effective conflict resolution 
((Zeleznikow & Bellucci, 2012) Poblet and Casanovas, 2007; Barendrecht et al, 2016) and been 
deployed for managing disputes between buyers and sellers in online markets (e.g., SquareTrade by 
eBay), insurance claims (e.g., SmartSettle and Cybersettle), divorce settlements (Abrahams et al, 
2012) and to support the resolution of family law financial disputes (Bellucci 2008).  Most ODR 
systems do not deploy artificial intelligence however notable exceptions include Bellucci (2008) and 
Muecke (2011). 

As outlined above, most disputes are well known to be emotionally laden though how emotion is 
impacted with ODR, and the influence of emotional intelligence in ODR has not been widely studied. 
Fisher and Shaprio (2005) present an in-depth discussion of emotions experienced by parties in face 
to face dispute resolution and advocate methods by which emotion can be managed by mediators.  
The role emotion plays in ODR, particularly Smart ODR systems that reduce the involvement of a 
human mediator, has not been explored.  Understanding the role emotion plays is especially 
important for disputes between patients and healthcare providers that are often exceptionally 
emotive (Menkel-Meadow, 2011).   

This study focuses on the emotional intelligence of participants in a Smart ODR without a human 
mediator. Emotional intelligence (EI), defined as the ability to recognise and manage one’s own 
emotions and deal effectively with other peoples’ feelings (Goleman, 1995) is known to influence 
face to face dispute resolution processes and outcomes (Ogilvie and Carsky, 2002; Borland and Ross 
2010, Foo et al, 2004). Borland and Ross (2010) specifically found the propensity to resolve a face to 
face dispute is directly related to the EI of disputants.  

The aim of this research is to explore the suitability of Smart ODR in the healthcare 

context, with an emphasis on understanding whether parties’ emotional intelligence is 

a factor in the propensity to settle a dispute between patient and healthcare provider 

in the absence of a human mediator, who might otherwise attempt to manage 

participant’s emotions. For this purpose, a Smart ODR system, ReConsider, is loaded 

with a computational model of a healthcare dispute and a simulation is conducted 

with an EHR dispute case scenario. The objective of this paper is two-fold: i) to pilot 
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the use of ODR in mediating EHR disputes and ii) to study the interplay between 

negotiators' EI and the computational model that the Smart ODR uses.  This is the first 

study to intersect technology, emotion and health through its focus on the impact of 

EI with the use of ODR in mediating EHR disputes.  The paper is structured as follows. 

Section 2 presents a review of literature on dispute resolution and ODR, EI and 

emotions in negotiations, and their intersection in the context of EHR disputes.  In 

Section 3, we describe the research methodology using a descriptive case study 

approach, and provide the design of the pilot study as well as the ODR tool developed 

for the simulation experiment. Section 4 presents an in-depth analysis of the ODR 

negotiations undertaken by the disputants using the simulated doctor-patient roles in 

an EHR dispute for the pilot study. In Section 5, we discuss the findings of the study 

with regard to the impact of EI on ODR using two data set examples for the EHR 

dispute. Finally, in Section 6, we draw conclusions and implications for future ODR 

implementations and research.  

2. Literature Review 

The continuing prevalence of the EHR is likely to lead to more enquiries, complaints and ultimately 
disputes between health care professionals, governing bodies and patients (Gagnon et al, 2016; 
Palabindala, et al, 2016). A patient with access to electronic records has considerable time to 
deliberate on recorded symptoms, diagnoses and test results. Content can be evaluated against a 
variety of medical websites, some of questionable quality.  Given the textual form of the record is in 
a low form of information richness (Daft and Lengel, 1986), the interpretation of the text is open to 
different views and conclusions. Key actions and decisions taken by practitioners, often in seconds, 
are available for fine-grained scrutiny even decades after they have occurred.  As a consequence, 
patients can be expected to have queries and raise concerns. Some concerns will be elevated to 
disputes and require effective and efficient dispute resolution processes, ideally underpinned by 
negotiation theories discussed in the next section. In general, disputes can take a long time to settle 
with high costs and legal procedures involved with no guarantee for justice (Barendrecht et al, 
2016). ODR systems that are popular in other domains due to their speed and low costs should be 
envisaged for mediating health related conflicts. The absence of convenient systems to address 
these disputes has been identified as a key barrier for a successful EHR system implementation 
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(Gagnon et al., 2016; Shah et al., 2016, Gesulga et al., 2017).  The next subsections reviews the state-
of-the-art in ODR as well EI from the principles of negotiation theory for the mediation process of 
EHR disputes.  

2.1 Dispute resolution processes  

Negotiation theory underpinning the negotiation process (Walton and Mckersie, 1965) falls under 
two main categories, distributive (zero-sum) theory and integrative (collaborative) theory. Zero sum 
negotiation refers to outcomes in which one party wins what the other party loses, while 
collaborative approaches emphases outcomes as the result of coordinated behaviour of both 
participants (Robertson et al, 1990), and often yield assertiveness and high cooperativeness 
(Thomas, 1976; Pruitt, 1983; Abrahams et al, 2012). Our work is informed by integrative approaches 
as these promote better outcomes for all parties and help to foster good relationships between the 
parties in the longer term – which are important aspects to managing patient health care.     

 

2.2 EI and Emotions in ADR (involving EHR negotiation) 

EI is the ability to recognise and manage one’s own emotions and those of others has its root 
definition as the ability to understand and use emotions adaptively in everyday life (Mayer and 
Salovey, 1997). The concept of EI relates to theories on how humans express emotion and assumes 
that emotional responses to our environment differ from person to person.  There are several 
measures to quantify one’s emotional intelligence, usually referred to as the EQ (Emotional 
Quotient).  

It is generally understood that emotionally intelligent (high EQ) individuals are better equipped to 
deal with emotional responses than those with a low EQ who are less likely to recognise emotions. 
Borland and Ross (2010) found that higher levels of EI can help disputants understand the emotions 
they feel (and those of counterparts) whilst negotiating, and to manage these emotions effectively. 
In contrast, Choi et al (2015) reported only a weak link between EI and emotion management. They 
suggest that during a negotiation, even though intrapersonal EI (but not interpersonal EI) increased 
counterpart positive emotion and decreased counterpart negative emotion, further investigation is 
required. Similarly, it is expected that a negotiator with a higher EI could affect higher levels of 
satisfaction of their counterpart, however, we see mixed results in the literature. Muller and Curham 
(2006) report that a disputants' ability to understand emotion positively predicts their counterpart's 
outcome satisfaction. Similarly, Kim et al (2014) found EI to be relevant to the extent that trust was 
engendered and in the desire of participants to work together again. Chun et al (2010), however, 
found no relationship between EI and establishing trust and rapport in negotiations.  

Conclusions from Boland and Ross’ (2010) study into leadership, face to face negotiation and EI, 
found the level of a negotiators EI relates to the propensity of disputants to settle during the 
mediation process.  Their conclusions suggest that disputants with High EQ are more likely to seek 
mutually satisfying agreements; while those with a Low EQ would try to put a stop to conflict by not 
addressing underlying issues (for example by compensating or putting pressure on disputants to 
settle). Previous studies investigating ODR show that the expression of negative emotions leads to 
delay and prevention of settlement (Brett et al, 2007; Friedman et al, 2004), while related research 

Emilia Bellucci
Could add more here: Schlegel et al 2018 : used a subset of EI (emotion recognition ability – ERA) to predict economic and relational outcomes in an employee- recruiter negotiations.  “This study tested whether EI (conceptualized as a performance-based ability) predicted economic and relational outcomes in an employee-recruiter negotiation above general mental ability (GMA) and whether a novel measure of emotion recognition ability (ERA; a central component of EI) predicted these outcomes better than an established broad ability EI test. Results showed that GMA was unrelated to negotiation outcomes. Higher scores on the ERA test and the emotional understanding subtest of the broad EI measure were associated with higher dyadic gains and higher individual gains for participants’ counterparts. Negotiators with high ERA were also perceived as more cooperative and likable and showed higher self-ratings of cooperativeness. Overall, the ERA test predicted outcomes more consistently than the broad ability EI test.”Kim et al 2014.  Quant paper empirically testing the relationship between EI and trust, wanting to work together again and joint gain.  They used a self-reporting questionnaire by Schutte which does not correlate with the MSCEIT, ie hard to compare the two (from Brackett and Salovey 2006). They found that EI has not influence on joint gain in a negotiation.  “ This study contributes by empirically testing the influence of emotional intelligence on specific negotiation outcomes (joint gain, trust between parties, and the desire of parties to work together  again) and also examines the mediating effects of rapport. We used a laboratory experimental design with 202 participants to test the hypotheses. We found that a negotiator’s emotional intelligence was correlated with his or her counterpart’s trust level and desire to work again but had no effect on joint gain. In addition, rapport fully mediated the relationship between emotional intelligence and desire to work again, and between emotional intelligence and trust.”
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highlights the importance of emotional tone as well as timing (van Veenen, 2010; Olekalns and 
Druckman, 2014). In the current study, a human mediator is not present to moderate negative 
emotions or tone, however, disputants use the ReConsider Smart ODR asynchronously, to express 
their positions and beliefs in structured forms under the control of the system. Participants cannot 
deviate from the forms with emotional outbursts that may inflame emotional responses and delay 
resolutions.  

 

There are several studies in the literature investigating the role of EI in negotiation from different 
perspectives. In organisational conflict management (Sheraji at al., 2013) illustrated  that there is a 
significant relationship between EI and conflict management strategies such as collaboration, 
competition, avoidance and conciliation with collaboration strategy ranked highest. In addition, 
Coleman and Matthew, (2015) and Katz and Sosa, (2015) recognized that EI can contribute to the 
repertoire of effective negotiators.   

 

Studies in EI in ADR: (new paragraph) 

Need for mediators to be EI:  

Kelly and Kaminskiene (2016) describe how important it is for mediator and negotiators to have high 
EI.  Emotional intelligence facilitates the awareness of five emotionally laden core concerns 
negotiators have;  appreciation, affiliation, acceptance, status and role. A negotiator may use the 
following skills to build empathy and trust to improve the emotional aspects of a negotiation: to 
work with emotions across all dimensions of a negotiation; to un- derstand emotional nuance, as a 
result of power differ- ential, cultural nuance, or past experience; to address process issues with the 
same vigor as substance issues; to actively listen and to encourage all the parties to listen to each 
other.”. Duffy (2010) suggests empathy and sympathy are necessary for mediators to do their job, 
but is it only EI mediators who can remain attached but detached and therefore preserve mediator 
impartiality. Oberda (2018) gives a list of emotions mediators should look out for and support for the 
contention that mediators should be emotionally intelligent. Bultena et al (2011), also affirms 
importance of EI improving the communication between disputants.  

 

2.3 Emotion management in ODR 

The way we experience or operationalise negotiation is broadly classified under two major 
contributing fields, namely behavioural sciences and computational modelling.  Negotiation from a 
behavioural perspective is concerned with the psychology of participants in the traditional face to 
face setting. Computational modelling in ODR, on the other hand, refers to negotiations conducted 
using computers. Computers can help parties to objectify options and possible alternatives to 
solutions and clarify their priorities through text based communication and shared informational 
screens. Information technology also provides opportunities for face-to-face negotiation using video 
conferencing tools, although we do not use visual tools as yet in our research. Whilst different in 
their approach to negotiation, common to these is the importance given to affective components of 
negotiators such as trust, beliefs and emotions (Turan et al, 2013; Legg, 2016), suggesting learnings 
from studies conducted with face to face negotiations can be applied to electronic negotiations.  

Emilia Bellucci
To add here:  Katz and Sosa 2015 give a lit review of studies in EI and negotiation.  Very positive about the association between the two.

Emilia Bellucci
To do

Emilia Bellucci
Maybe I can take this out.
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Recent reports indicate that ODR has real potential to bring access to justice in a financially 
sustainable way, without putting undue pressure on already overstretched legal systems 
(Barendrecht et al. 2016).  In addition, ODR may alleviate some of the obstacles to conflict resolution 
including negotiators experiencing less time pressure from asynchronous systems and reduced face-
to-face negative emotional issues, whilst also preventing mediator stress and burnout. If emotions 
play a role in negotiation, then emotional intelligence can be expected to impact dispute resolution 
processes and if well understood, is likely to improve negotiation performance for EHR disputes. 
These, together with a collaborative style of negotiators underpinned by integrative theory form our 
motivation to explore the influence of EI on ODR.  

 

Need to look up Zondag and Lodder 2007 – they theorise that disputes can be deconstructed into 
small units that can then be described on an emotional level.  In their view, these objectives could be 
accomplished through an automated questionnaire or with sematic analysis technology capable of 
deriving ‘meaning'- and an example of questionnaires is..  

Example of tools: The only one I found was Darin Thompson, where they showcase an example of an 
ODR with tools to identify emotional aspects of the dispute, for example feedback on how they feel 
about the dispute.  Depending on their answer, the system can congratulate them or ask them to 
review a video which conveys empathy and sympathy (say if they are distressed).  An emotional 
intelligence functionality accumulates data about responses to the emotional feedback mechanisms.  
This data can be analysed to compile general profiles of users’ emotional states at various pints in 
the pathways and to provide insights not potential enhancements of emotional intelligence 
functionality.   

 

We explore the role of EI based on the propensity of negotiators to settle, a finding suggested by 
Borland and Ross (2010) in their face to face study and apply it to ODR systems. We undertake such 
a study that intersects EI, ODR and negotiation within the context of EHR dispute resolution, which 
we believe to be among the first of its kind in literature.   

3. Materials and methods 

This study adopts a phenomenological approach using a descriptive, case study research 
methodology, which typically involves gathering data that would describe events (Glass and Hopkins, 
1984).  In this setting, we investigate the influence of EI on an ODR architecture designed for doctor-
patient EHR disputes. We have adopted an observational type of descriptive research in a structured 
manner, as patterns are derived automatically by the ReConsider software that logs ODR 
interactions between the disputants. These disputant interaction patterns form the essence of their 
emotional phenomena.  This approach would fall under phenomenological research, a rigorous 
descriptive empirical phenomenology developed by Giorgi and the Duquesne Circle in the 1970’s 
(Wertz, 2005).   

A phenomenological approach is apt for understanding behaviour from the participants' own frame 
of reference (Smith and Osborne, 2003).  In the context of this study, the participants are the 
doctors and patients disputing on the patient's EHR, while the behaviour studied is the negotiation 

Emilia Bellucci
Where to put this? Need to find the paper: B. Zondag & A.R. Lodder, ‘Constructing Computer Assisted Dispute Resolution Systems byDeveloping a Generic Language to Analyze Information Exchange in Conflict Discourse’, InternationalReview of Law Computers & Technology, Vol. 21, No. 2, 2007, pp. 191, 196.

Emilia Bellucci
To clean up
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process with the disputants' level of EI as the frame of reference. Through the ODR, further prompts 
are offered to explore the dimensions of the case study situation for the negotiation process to take 
place. Using this design, we investigate the successful use of ODR for EHR disputes and the impact of 
EI in the mediating process as a pilot study. 

For this study, the phenomenological data were collected in the form of ODR patterns of interaction 
during the negotiation process. The ODR provided opportunities for the participants playing the role 
of doctors and patients to reflect on each other's claims, capturing the effect of disputants' emotions 
leading to empathy or understanding of the other disputant's point of view during the negotiation 
process.  Analysis and interpretations of qualitative data collected included some quantifiable 
metrics such as the number of times each claim position was revisited before arriving at a resolution.   
The main observable metric, ‘propensity to resolve a dispute’ was operationalized as the number of 
times positions were altered during a negotiation.    For the purposes of this study, we have defined 
negotiation success as the acceptance of a settlement reached by both parties.  

The specific aims of this study are: 

1) To configure an ODR architecture using an integrative or collaborative approach between patients 
and doctors for piloting an ODR for mediating EHR disputes; and   

2) To assess the impact of a disputant’s EI on the propensity to resolve an EHR dispute when using 
the configured ODR. 

The ODR tool used in this study presents embedded contextual information relevant to a dispute as 
an argument tree first advanced by  (Stranieri, Zeleznikow, Gawler, & Lewis, 1999) to model the 
reasoning judges perform when reaching property settlements following divorce. The Argument 
Tree approach enabled  machine learning to be embedded in artificial  intelligence systems in 
diverse fields including family law (Stranieri & Zeleznikow, 2006), construction safety (Cooke, 
Lingard, Blismas, & Stranieri, 2008), refugee law(Yearwood & Stranieri, 2006), copyright law(Stranieri 
& Zeleznikow, 2001) and sentencing (Hall, Calabro, Sourdin, & Stranieri, 2005). An argument tree is a 
hierarchy of claims (positions) that divide into more fine grained issues as the tree is traversed from 
root, high level claims to leaf nodes.  The  Argument tree was first used as shared mental model that 
represents a structuring of a dispute by (Muecke, Stranieri, & Miller, 2008). This represents a non-
dialectical model of reasoning distinct from dialectical models (Stranieri, Zeleznikow, & Yearwood, 
2001) that model the claims and counter-claim dialogue sequences between disputants exemplified 
by (Lodder, 1999; Lodder & Zeleznikow, 2010).  

At any point in time during a dispute, a negotiator playing the role of doctor or patient, is required 
by the ReConsider system to focus on a single claim and its sub-claims drawn from the Argument 
Tree of the concepts that model the dispute. Disputants deliberate asynchronously and 
independently.  Stating a new claim or making a concession in this framework is equivalent to 
changing a claim. The number and pattern of claim changes provides a measure of the behaviour of 
parties during the process of negotiation.  

As detailed below, participants EQ was elicited prior to commencement of the simulated doctor-
patient disputes. There are a number of validated instruments to elicit a respondent's EI; including 
Bar-On EQ-i (Bar-On, 2000), ECI (Boyatzis and Sala, 2004), Goleman’s Emotional Intelligence 
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Appraisal (Goleman 1995) and the MSCEIT (Mayer and Salovey, 1997). MSCEIT is the most 
appropriate and commonly used measure in negotiation and social interaction (Fulmer and Barry, 
2004; Mueller and Curhan, 2006) due to its relatively high level of internal validity (Ambavale and 
Dani, 2014). The MSCEIT inventory identifies the extent to which persons perceive, facilitate, 
understand and manage emotion in themselves and with each other (Mayer et al, 2004, Caruso and 
Salovey, 2004).  Our study usesdthe MSCEIT to elicit participant’s EQ prior to observing their 
interactions in a simulated doctor‐patient EHR dispute in order to identify the impact EI may have on 
the dispute resolution process. Next, we describe the design of our pilot case study and the ODR 
software tool (ReConsider) configured for this purpose. 

3.1 Case study design 

In order to conduct a pilot study with a qualitative phenomenological design approach, we 
considered a hypothetical scenario of an EHR dispute related to the appropriateness of 
communications from a doctor to a young pregnant woman. 

  The pilot study involved two phases; in the first, participants were asked to complete the MSCEIT 
online and then, in the second phase, they assumed the role of a disputant in the given hypothetical 
doctor–patient EHR dispute.  They were required to work through a simulated mediation process 
using an ODR system called ReConsider configured with this case study setting.  Patterns of 
interactions during the negotiation process and participants’ respective EQ scores were analysed to 
identify a link between EI and the negotiator's behaviour.   

For the simulated pilot study, we recruited twenty voluntary participants who were final year 
undergraduate students completing their major sequence in Information Systems and Health 
Informatics at two Australian universities.  Participants were randomly allocated in pairs to take up 
the role of a doctor and a patient.  A website was created to allow volunteers to provide their 
consent to participate in the research and to access the two phases anonymously. Wherever 
possible, males were allocated to the role of the male doctor, and females to the role of the female 
patient.  

Similar to other studies reported in literature, undergraduate students were used in this pilot case 
study experiment as they can be expected to have had exposure and knowledge of the medical 
profession. Buelens and Van De Woestyne (2007) in their review of negotiation research report that 
80.2% of studies published from 1995 to 2004 have used students in their experiments and case 
studies. Kim et al (2014) examined the EI of a student cohort to explore the effect of rapport on 
negotiation.  Since the objective of this pilot study is to explore the intersection of ODR, EI and EHR, 
and mainly their impact on the mediation process, a doctor-patient role-based simulation with 
students was considered appropriate for the pilot study. 

Participants first completed an online version of the MSCEIT test. The EI score was recorded but not 
presented to participants until the ReConsider part of the study had been completed.  For the 
second activity, each participant was randomly assigned the role of either patient or doctor and 
presented with a hypothetical scenario that involved a young pregnant woman who was concerned 
that her obstetrician was rude and denied her access to ultrasound procedures (Appendix 1). 
Participants playing the role of both doctor and patient was provided with a version of their proxy’s 
view the dispute and not their adversary’s view. Participants playing the doctor and patient was 
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shown the same electronic health record. Although, each participant was in the same classroom as 
their adversary, their identity was not known to them. 

Participants accessed the ReConsider software program that was configured with an Argument tree 
model pertaining to doctor-patient communication issues as illustrated in Figure 1. They selected 
options based on user prompts that represented possible positions for participants to take on 
factors that they perceived relevant to the dispute, and these are described in the next section.  At 
any point during the process, parties in the doctor-patient pair could view progress through real 
time explicit tracking of issues in agreement and in dispute. Each party was asked to regularly reflect 
on their position over the disputed issues, and to modify them if appropriate. At every prompt 
generated by ReConsider, the participants were able to skip, ignore or repeat claims at any time.  
The system recorded each instance where a position was recorded (referred to as a claim) and 
subsequent changes to claims (that is, a claim change).  This enabled claims to be tracked against 
time intervals and compared.   

A participant’s propensity to resolve a dispute was gauged by analysing differences in the timing and 
number of claims made. For example, in disputes where parties did not depart from their initial 
positions and thereby made no claim changes, we hypothesize propensity to reach agreement is 
low.  Likewise, where parties have made several claim changes, we expect parties have a positive 
desire to resolve the dispute; that is, propensity to resolve a dispute is high.   

3.2 ODR Software Tool: ReConsider  

The ODR architecture presented here uses Principled Negotiation (Fisher and Ury 1991) as its 
underpinning negotiation theory.  The approach deploys an ODR engine, called “ReConsider” 
(Muecke 2008) that implements Principled Negotiation by embedding a model that supports the 
relevant issues and sub-issues into a hierarchy of possibly conflicting factors.  ReConsider is a two 
party, multi-issue ODR tool which attempts to help parties reach an agreement by providing a 
structured hierarchy of concepts that characterise reasoning about the issue in question.  The 
software invites disputants to negotiate over issues asynchronously and online.  Participants work 
through the hierarchy and specify their positions over key issues to discover points of agreement 
and disagreement. The ReConsider system was used successfully in a previous study where it played 
a role in enticing disputants to reflect on their claims and appreciate the claims of their adversary in 
property disputes following divorce (Muecke, 2011).  

ReConsider was selected for the study due to the ease with which positions can be analysed and 
context can be slotted into the software program, particularly as two of the researchers had in-
depth knowledge on how the program works to modify and configure it appropriately. 

 Agreement is facilitated by reframing issues in terms of their smaller sub-ordinate issues.  The basic 
premise to agreement is that if participants agree on sub-issues, then they are more likely to change 
their views and accept the issues described at parent nodes, and ultimately the overall issue.  Figure 
1 shows the argument tree based on the deductive reasoning approach through a consensus among 
the authors. 

<Figure 1> 
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In Figure 1, the root node (1: Communication issues) indicates the extent to which communication 
between the doctor and patient are regarded as acceptable. Participants playing the role of patients, 
when prompted, indicated the communication was unacceptable whereas those playing the role of 
doctor indicated the opposite.  ReConsider logs a disagreement at that top, most generic node, and 
moves focus to sub-issues at the next level. Nodes subordinate to the root node represent the most 
important factors contributing to the communication between doctor and patient that includes: the 
method of communication used by the Doctor/Patient (node 10 in Fugure 1), the ability of the 
Doctor/Patient to accurately convey important information (node 17,16), and the  Doctor/Patient 
expectations (11,12). Below the 2nd level nodes are additional nodes which inform the nodes above. 
Each level of the tree becomes progressively more refined, until base facts are represented at leaf 
nodes (nodes to the right in Figure 1). 

Once a party has entered a claim value for a node the children node, then the ReConsider system 
invokes an inference mechanism taking the values entered at the children nodes to infer a value at 
the parent node. The AI generated inference is related to the disputant’s claim and if different, the 
participant is prompted to re-assess their claims. For instance, if the patient’s responses to the 
nodes at Level 2 of the tree indicate the content of the doctors information is adequate, the style of 
delivery is adequate and patient’s expectations have been met, the AI mechanism infers that the 
communication (root node) is adequate.  The AI inference is presented alongside the patients to 
prompt the patient to reconsider their claims if their claim differs from that of the AI.  

The AI inferences are performed with a Bayesian Belief Network (BBN) at each level of the tree. A 
BBN, first introduced by (Pearl, 1985),  is a directed graph where nodes are linked with directional 
arcs that represent the casual dependencies between nodes. Weights on each arc between nodes 
represent the extent to which one node causally determines another. Bayesian probability laws are 
applied to combine weights from sub-ordinate nodes to infer a likelihood of a parent node. Bayesian 
Belief Networks have been deployed extensively in artificial intelligence(Daly, Shen, & Aitken, 2011). 
Weights for the ReConsider BBN’s were derived by consensus between the study’s investigators. 

A summary of the steps involved in interactions of participants with Re-Consider are:  

Step 1.  Claim Selection: ReConsider commences by asking disputants to rate the issue at the root 
node, 1: Communication Issues.   Each disputant is required to select one of the following 
claim options to describe their view about the communication between the doctor and the 
patient: (1) “was completely inadequate”, (2) “was inadequate”, (3) “slightly inadequate”, 
(4) “not the best, yet acceptable”, (5) “was good” or (6) “was completely adequate”.    

Step 2.   Identification of Dispute Factors:  If the disputants do not select the same claim option 
(that is they disagree), ReConsider guides disputants through the next level of questioning, 
which may help to clarify a disputant’s understanding of the issue, and hence help to 
resolve the issue at the higher level.  In this case nodes 16, 17, 11, 12, 9, 10 help to clarify 
Node 1: Communication issues (Figure 1).   

Step 3.  Argument Tree Traversal: Disputants assert their claims for each sub-node, and if disputants 
do not agree, the system will display prompts relating to each respective the subordinate 
level. For example, given the doctor and patient did not agree at node 9, prompts relating 
to nodes 28, 29, and 30 are presented and canvassed. If the disputants agreed on the 
sensitivity of the Doctor’s Communication (node 29), there would be no need to explore 
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this branch of the tree and hence the ReConsider system would not present prompts for 
the sub-nodes 31, 32, 33.      

Step 4.   Modification of Claims: Once the tree has been fully explored to points of agreement or 
leaf nodes, the disputants work their way back up the tree towards the root node.  This 
assists the disputants to modify their previously asserted claims, now with a better 
understanding of the dispute.  

Step 5.   Application of Bayesian Inference: Once the disputants have worked their way back to the 
initial node on which they asserted a claim, Bayesian inference is used to determine the 
likely claim value for the root node.     

Step 6.  Inference Feedback: The system’s inference is presented to disputants as the recommended 
solution to the dispute.  If a claim at a node differs from the inference engine’s suggestion, 
the participant is asked to reconsider his or her claim.  The claim changes were logged by 
the system for further analysis 

4. Results 

Results suggest a link between propensity to resolve a dispute, measured by the number of claim 
changes during a simulated dispute resolution using the Smart ODR architecture and the EI of 
disputants. A negotiation is considered successful in ReConsider if both parties keep making claim 
changes until they agree with claims made at the root node. Of the 20 participants recruited, 11 
completed the MSCEIT, with 2 pairs (4 participants) successfully completing the dispute resolution 
simulation (Table 1). 

Table 1 shows the overall summary of the data collected relating the EI scores (MSCEIT scores) with 
the number of claim changes made during a negotiation.  Tables 2 and 3, described below, show a 
summary of the interactions for Case A and B respectively that were captured from the ODR system 
at all nodes of the Argument Tree of ReConsider.   We measure the propensity to resolve a dispute 
by tracking the number of claims made against nodes (Table 1) and variations of point differences in 
claim changes across time intervals (Tables 2 and 3).   

<Table 1> 

We performed an in-depth analysis of the patterns of interaction during the negotiation process for 
Case A and Case B by recording claim values and the sequence in which these claims were made, so 
as to gain insights. We describe how this data given in Table 2 (Case A) and Table 3 (Case B) 
contributes to the logical reasoning adopted for making inferences using Bayesian inference engine 
of the ODR.  Each row (labelled T1, T2, T3...) represents claims entered by one party before control 
was passed to the other party (referred here as a Time Interval). The top row labels refer to Nodes 
(their number and descriptions are given in Figure 1). The bulk of the table comprises of numbers 
reflecting the claim values for nodes made by disputants in a certain time interval.  If multiple claims 
are made within the one-time interval, then the claims are displayed as “n1, n2, ‘.  Bolded claims 
represent the final claim values of nodes made by a disputant.  
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4.1 Analysis of Case A 

In this section, we consider Case A, where the two participants with average EI scores resolved the 
dispute. Data from Table 1 shows that the number of claim changes between the disputants were 
similar (Doctor’s 19 against the Patient’s 25). 

<Table 2> 

Table 2 tracks the negotiation against time intervals (T1 to T9).  In T1 – T3, both the patient (P) and 
the Doctor (D) assign claims against the child nodes of Node 1 (Nodes 9, 10, 11, 12, 16, 17) which 
revealed disagreement at all nodes except node 16.   

In T4 we start to see changes to claims. This time interval reveals D may be willing to negotiate by 
matching and making claim changes closer to P’s claims; for example for nodes 30, 29 and 21, D 
matched claims made previously by P by lifting their claim by at least 2 levels.   

In T5, it appears P is willing to revisit claims to achieve agreement, evidenced by P using the claim 
changes made at the nodes 31, 32, 33 to inform her revised claim at Node 29.  Agreement at Node 
29 has been facilitated by agreement at the node’s leaf nodes. 

From T6 onwards, both P and D appear to be willing to achieve agreement by edging closer to each 
other’s claims, and hence are showing similar tendencies to compromise.  In T7, P either matched 
D’s recent claims or submitted claims closer to D’s claims, whilst in T8, D matches P’s claim value at 
Node 10 and Node 9.  D appears to compromise by moving down two claim levels for Node 9; 
effectively making agreement very easy.  P also makes a claim on the top node for a claim value of 2.  
In the last time interval (T9), we find P agrees with D’s claim for the top node signalling the 
resolution of the dispute.  

In this dispute both parties compromised and displayed a willingness to mediate and resolve the 
dispute. The parties took into consideration their counterpart’s values to modify their ratings to 
either resolve them or to at least move closer to achieving agreement.  This goodwill was often 
mirrored by the disputants.  Both disputants have average EQ scores that were similar in value. This 
indicates that participants have displayed similar emotional perception, use, understanding and 
emotion management related to the decision making task in the mediation process.  Participants 
from this case data set displayed good propensity to resolve the dispute through their compromising 
nature. 

4.2 Findings for Case B  

In Case B, the two parties recorded low EQ scores and D made many more claims (83) than P’s 44. 

<Table 3>      
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D and P made their initial claim assignments from T1- T3.  Most nodes were in dispute, with 
the exception of Node 20. In T4 we start to see changes to initially set claims, commencing 
with P who assigned 0 (down from 2) to Nodes 29 and 18. These claim changes are a departure 
away from agreement seeing as D’s claim for the same was 1.  This trend of a seemingly 
unwillingness to edge closer to agreement is evident in claim changes made to Nodes 10, 16, 
17, 21, 30 and 28. For example, for Node 21, P’s initial claim was 3, against D’s claim of 4.  
Being so close, it was unfortunate P decided to move from a claim level of 3 to 1, resulting in D 
resolving the node in the last time interval. P did not make claim changes to the remaining 
nodes, with the exception of Node 9, where P’s claim changes contributed to resolving the 
node. Overall, it become clear P did not take into account D’s previous claims in making their 
claims.   

On the other hand, D made many claim changes, though mainly at the last time interval, 
perhaps in an attempt to resolve the nodes quickly.  The majority of nodes were resolved 
through direct final action, for example, leaf nodes for Nodes 29 and 10 were resolved after 
D’s last minute claim changes to each in T31.  Whilst node 31 was resolved earlier at T27, this 
result was due to D’s constant revision of claims whereby D matched P’s claim of 0 after eight 
rounds of claim changes. 

Finally the dispute was resolved at T32 with P accepting D’s repeated claim of 2 (all at T31) for 
the top node (Node 1). 

There were also major differences in the number of claims made. The number of claim 
changes made by P is very small compared to D, and most of the claim changes do not edge 
closer to resolving the dispute. Throughout the negotiation, it appears P does not show a 
willingness to resolve the dispute.      

The MSCEIT scores of the disputants in Case B were similar, at a lower than average EI level.  
The disputants in this case negotiated as if they were acting on their own; as there was little 
evidence to indicate disputants considered their counterpart’s claims when making their own 
claims. This is also reflected by the relatively small number of claims made within the 
considerable time taken by the disputants to resolve this dispute. Particularly absent was the 
communal goal of well-meaning negotiators to achieve a satisfactory agreement in the 
quickest time, indicating a low propensity to resolve the dispute. These observations can be 
understood given the participants’ low EI score. 

4.3 Summary of key findings 

In this study, by adopting a phenomenological approach using a descriptive, case study 
research methodology, we were able to capture details from the interaction of disputants 
whilst using the Smart ODR.  By applying interpretative phenomenological analysis as 
described in section 3, the key findings suggest that:  

(1) The number of claim changes relates to how well a negotiation is resolved;  

(2)  Participants with a higher EI tend to mediate with their counterpart to resolve a 
dispute faster through the ODR;  
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(3)  participants with a lower EI tend to resist working with their counterpart to resolve a 
dispute and choose to work on their own as exhibited through their claim patterns in 
the ODR; and  

(4) Participants with an average EI tend to negotiate inclusively of a counterpart’s position 
seen through the ODR.   

5. Discussion and implications 

We have found that our ODR model via the ReConsider online tool had enabled disputants to 
revise their positions by unpacking the issues and presenting them for re-consideration during 
the mediation process.  Across most issues, the number of claims made tended to be 
associated with the number of nodes resolved. It was not surprising to find that the most 
highly contested nodes were the leaf nodes of D’s content and P’s content as these nodes are 
most directly related to the content of the communication made in the EHR.  We therefor 
claim ODR systems can be successfully applied to disputes concerning communication issues in 
EHR.  This result also confirms the suitability of the case study to the participants who 
underwent the doctor-patient roles in the pilot study.  

Our results report on the interactions between disputants and postulate a relationship 
between negotiation styles and EI. Case A participants had a higher EQ score than Case B 
participants, though the scores are a global average EQ score in absolute terms.  This case 
demonstrated that disputants with an average EQ tend to appreciate and copy positive 
behaviour. On the other hand, the disputants in Case B recorded lower EQ scores and tended 
to resist agreement shown by their reluctance to modify claims.  The findings can be explained 
by surmising that those with low EI are reluctant to modify their positions due to a lower 
awareness of the impact of emotions associated with positions held.  Those with average to 
high EI could be sufficiently empathic of their own emotions and those of counterparts that 
they consider a modification of positions without risking a subjugation of their own feelings. 
These preliminary findings suggest that EI may be a useful indicator of propensity to resolve an 
EHR dispute using ODR. 

Our findings support Borland and Ross’ (2010) study, where in both studies high EQ 
participants seek mutually satisfying agreements and similarly those with a low EQ score try to 
put a stop to conflict. Given our findings support those from Borland and Ross’s (2010) study, 
our study is an example of how outcomes from face to face negotiation are similarly 
experienced by disputants using ODR systems.      

The suggestion made in this paper is that an average to high EI is associated with a higher 
propensity to reach agreement whereas low EI is associated with a lower propensity to reach 
agreement. This pilot study has shown interesting results to motivate further exploration to 
study with a large sample size and diversity of participants with a wider range of disputes.   

6.1 Limitations 

This pilot study, through a simulated experiment of a real-life EHR dispute mediation process 
through ODR, has contributed to some noteworthy results.  However, to arrive at a 
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generalisation of findings to a wider population, the limitations of a small sample size and use 
of a single case study should be addressed. Participants who completed the study 
demonstrated good participant engagement and interest in the dispute, and the data retrieved 
served well for our in-depth analysis. To further this study, a variety of EHR disputes should be 
negotiated using ODR systems.  

6. Conclusions and Future Research  

Most research into dispute resolution concentrate on simple adaptations of alternate dispute 
resolution mechanisms. Moreover, investigations from the effect of emotions and EI on 
interactions between disputants whilst they are involved in the online mediation process, have 
not been addressed so far, in particular in the context of EHR disputes that is gaining attention 
in this digital world. Researchers have arrived at a consensus that, as patient accessible EHR 
gains momentum and popularity that disputes would arise around the contents of a patient’s 
her, quick and cost-effective mechanisms to resolve disputes will be required. However, there 
is lack of research in investigating support systems such as ODR along with necessary EI levels 
of disputants that can impact on EHR dispute mediation.    

In this study, we investigated the capability of an ODR system and the possible link between 
EHR disputes and the EI of disputants where an ODR system was used to simulate the 
mediation process. We used a participants' EQ score to ascertain whether EI influenced the 
propensity to resolve an EHR dispute online. Hence, the scope of this research was to 
hypothesise whether emotional factors can affect the negotiation process in ODR for 
mediating EHR disputes.   

An in-depth analysis of the simulation case study based experiment resulted in several 
noteworthy findings and ideas for future work towards generalisations for a wider population. 

Overall, our findings relating to propensity to resolve the dispute suggest that:  

 (1) When the EQ scores of the participants are below 80 (lower EI), the claims were made 
inefficiently leading to prolonged resolution and the participants tend to resist mediating with 
their counterpart to resolve the dispute; and  

(2) Mid-high range EQ resulted in effective negotiation styles, particularly in a disputant’s 
ability to negotiate inclusively of a counterpart’s position.   

In addition, due to the success of the pilot, the ODR and argument tree used to resolve the 
dispute was considered appropriate to the case study.  We demonstrated face to face findings 
relating to propensity can be replicated using an ODR.   

The ODR used in our study was not designed to capture emotional signals during disputants’ 
interactions during the mediation process. In the case of participants with an average EI, we 
found that a lack of visual cues did not inhibit the negotiation.  This finding also suggests that 
designing the ODR software programs to make the emotional impact of a dispute more 
obvious to disputants may be helpful in encouraging participants with lower EI to resolve the 
dispute.   
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Our preliminary study has implications for designing ODR systems in disputes arising from a 
lack of communication and data issues in the EHR discipline. Trials with specific cohorts of 
patients (assessed on the basis of their EI) may be considered in preparation for future EHR 
disputes.  

This study highlights the potential for ODR in resolving EHR disputes in the entire future 
lifespan of an individual and beyond, opening a Pandora’s Box of research opportunities for 
providing cost-effective mediation methods that need to bridge technology and the health-
related emotions of the patient and the associated doctors effectively. Future research include 
trialling ODR on a large sample size and in a variety of EHR disputes would help in arriving at 
greater insights into this multi-faceted research topic.  
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